
From: רגלופ הפי  Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 9:00 AM To: 
'gabinete.pm@pm.gov.pt' Cc: 'Danielle Verschueren'; 
'seretariado@fne.pt'; 'seretario.general@fne.pt'; 'fsli@upcmail.co'; 
'fsli.international@yahoo.com' Subject: A Message from The Israel 
Teachers Union 
  
Dear Prime Minister Pedro Passos Coelho, 
  
 The Israel Teachers Union wishes to express solidarity with 
teachers in Portugal and calls on the Portuguese government to 
withdraw its latest proposal, which seeks to dismiss thousands of 
teachers without any support 18 months after losing their job. 
The provision of education in Portugal is in peril as funding is cut 
and schools are merged or closed down. The recent measures 
proposed by the government are more severe than ever before. The 
ETUCE deplores these measures and calls for an immediate 
investment in the education sector. 
It is unacceptable that teaching hours are envisioned to increase to 
40 per week while teachers’ salaries are cut. The troika of 
international lenders – the European Commission, the 
International Monetary Fund and the European Central Bank – 
has called for cuts which will affect the functioning of schools, the 
quality of education and the social support to students and their 
families. 
Severe cuts in the education budget are envisioned in the 
budgetary amendment expected to come into force in the second 
half of 2013. As a result, there will be further school mergers, 
increased class sizes, greater segregation of students with special 
needs, less social support to families from poorer backgrounds and 
dismissals of other education employees. Cuts in the education 
budget will have adverse social effects and jeopardize the future of 
Portugal. The ETUCE calls on the Portuguese government to 
ensure free and equal access to high quality public education. 
  
The Israel Teachers Union supports all who defend quality public 
education in Portugal and calls on the Portuguese government to 
invest in education and to immediately reverse unjust austerity 
measures. 
For the ETUCE, 
  
Joseph Wasserman, General Secretary 
Israel Teachers Union 


